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Your care products
packaged with our care.
Don’t let your packaging machine’s capabilities define what you can do. We 
have a machine portfolio that covers all possible packaging formats, so you 
don’t need to compromise.
No matter what Personal Home Healthcare (PHHC) product you are trying 
to package, we will have a concept, style, speed, throughput and size that 
perfectly matches your product, your application and your factory real-estate.
Our work and experience from across multiple industries is fed into every 
machine we create, so you’re not just getting the best from PHHC, you’re 
getting experience and domain expertise from other industries too. So 
much best practice!
Full industry 4.0 capabilities with smart automation, electronic axis control 
and fully integrated in-house developed robots for the core of lines, 
standalone and monobloc modular architectures that adapt to what you 
need now and why you will need in the future.
Premium technology, cabinet-free frameworks and hygienic design principals 
are coupled to an easy-to-follow visual machine management system, 
backed by extensive immersive technology and remote access capabilities.
We are ready for your PHHC packaging challenges.



Let your imagination define your 
packaging, not your machines.
PHHC covers a multitude of styles concepts and packaging formats, so you need 
packaging technology that has the flexibility to adapt to what you need. Don’t let your 
machines define what you can achieve. Get them to do what you want them to do.
Containers, jars, bottles, pots, flowpacks, tablets, bars… on edge, flat, vertical… cases, 
cartons, boxes, trays – the combination are limitless. Which si why you need Cama’s 
capabilities!
We can help you design eye-catching packaging concepts, and then design, build and 
deliver the packaging technology that will create these concepts… accurately, repeatedly 
and at speed.
Then, when the market changes, so can you, with quick changeovers helping you adapt 
and get your next new product to market even quicker.



1. Rolls-On into 3-flap box - Top Load.
2. Rolls-On into Wrap Around case. Shipper or shelf-ready.
3. Pouches into Wrap Around case - Shelf ready.
4. Feminine hygiene pads into preglued box.
5. Dust wipes into preglued box.
6. Carton sleeve around Soap dispencer.
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1. Bottles into Wrap Around case. Shipper or shelf-ready.
2. Bottles into 3-flap box - Top Load.
3. Bottles into Wrap Around case.
4. Aerosols into Tray/Lid case.
5. Wet Wipes into 3-flap box (Flat) - Top Load.
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1. Tabs into safe-child box.
2. Tabs into 3-flap box - Top Load.
3. Dust wipes into preglued box.

4. Aerosols into Tray/Lid case.
5. Aerosols into 3-flap box - Top Load.
6. Aerosols into RSC case - Top Load.
7. Aerosols into Wrap Around case.
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1. Flowpacks into 3-flap box (Flat) - Top Load.
2. Doypacks into RSC case (Stand).
3. Doypacks into Tray/Lid case (Stand).
4. Doypacks into Tray/Lid case (Flat).
5. Doypacks into 3-flap box (Flat) - Top Load.

6. Doypacks into Wrap Around case
 - Shelf ready.
7. Pouches into 3-flap box (Flat) 
 - Top Load.
8. Flowpacks into Wrap Around case
 (Flat).
9. Flowpacks into RSC case (Flat).
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1. Sticks pack into 3-flap box (Flat).
2. Sticks pack into preglued box.
3. Sticks pack into flip-box (Stand) - Top Load.
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